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Resolving power, preferred thickness and balance errors of Ross filters for x-ray mono
chromatization are discussed. It is theoretically impossible to balance two filters of elementary 
composition because of scattering, L limits and K jump, even if the absorption coefficients of 
the two filters vary similarly with wave-length between the limits, which is not known to 
be the case. It suffices, however, to obtain good balance for wave-lengths near the pass band 
since others longer and shorter may be relatively reduced by pre-filtration through a filter 
whose composition is the same as that of the high atomic number member of the balanced 
pair. The K jump balance error may be completely removed by adding a slightly absorbing 
filter of low atomic number to one member of the pair. By employing a specially designed 
ionization chamber Ross filters may be used simultaneously instead of alternately and a con
siderable gain in speed and accuracy achieved. 

A MONG the contributions of the late P. A. 
Ross to x-ray physics none excites more 

immediate admiration or illustrates better the 
character of his inventive gifts than the double 
filter method which he devised in 19261 for the 
investigation of polarization in the continuous 
x-ray spectrum. This method of analysis, utiliz
ing what the inventor called balanced foils, here 
entitled Ross filters, has become a standard tool 
in many lines of x-ray investigation as a list of 
several dozen published papers from widely 
scattered laboratories bears witness. 

METHOD 

The purpose of the filters to produce a mono
chromatizing effect is accomplished by using two 
filters composed of elements of adjacent atomic 
number whose thicknesses have been so ad
justed that the transmitted spectra are identical 
for all wave-lengths except those lying within 
the narrow band between the two K absorption 
limits. The filters are allowed to intercept al
ternately the beam of heterochromatic radiation 
under observation and measurements of the 
intensity or effectiveness of the filtrate in any 
respect are recorded. Any difference between 
the observations with the two balanced filters 
must be ascribed to the effect of the unbalanced 
band between the absorption limits, called 
occasionally hereafter the "pass band." The 

1 P. A. Ross, Phys. Rev. 28, 425 (1926); J. Opt. Soc. Am. 
and Rev. Sci. Inst. 16,433 (1928). 

degree of monochromatism thus obtained is 
sufficient for many studies and as to inten
sity there is of course a great gain over what 
is ordinarily possible by crystal diffraction 
methods.2 

The wave-length to be isolated is controlled 
by the experimenter's choice of filters. The K 
critical absorption wave-lengths of the elements 
range from one-tenth to several hundred ang
stroms; so the range of choice is wide. In practice, 
however, the metals have been most often 
employed and pass band wave-lengths have not 
greatly exceeded 1A. 

RESOLVING POWER 

The ratio, ""'K/ ~..,." of the wave-length at the 
pass band to the band width serves as a con
venient measure of the resolving power of a pair 
of Ross filters. Moseley's law for the K limits 
states that approximately ""'KZ2 = M, a constant. 
Differentiating and putting dZ = -1, since ad
jacent elements in the atomic series are used, 
we have ~""'=2MZ-3 and ""'K/~A=Z/2. The re
solving power, evidently, improves as the 
wave-length of the filtrate decreases. \iVhen 
desirable this resolving power may be decreased 
with a compensating gain in intensity of the 
band radiation by using filters with atomic 
numbers differing by two or more. 

2 In a case worked out by Ross (reference 1) the ad
vantage of balanced filters over crystal reflection was 
represented by a factor of 1440. 
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PREFERRED THICKNESS 

That filter thickness is best which yields the 
most accurate value of the intensity of the pass 
band. If the intensity measurements are made 
with an electrometer we have to reckon with the 
fact that errors in electrometer measurements 
are chiefly due to drift and are, as to absolute 
magnitude, nearly independent of the magnitude 
measured. For band measurements of high 
percentage accuracy, therefore, we desire to have 
the band intensity (measured by the difference 
between observed intensities transmitted by the 
two filters) absolutely large. The transmitted 
band intensity, as one sees by reference to the 
shaded area of Fig. 1, is proportional to lo(e-I'Lt 
-e-l'st)t.X, where lot.X is the unfiltered intensity 
within the band of width t.X, J.l.L and J.l.s are total 
linear absorption coefficients of either filter for 
wave-lengths close to the discontinuity but on 
the long and short wave sides, respectively, and t 
is the thickness of the same filter. 

The expression for transmitted band intensity 
has a maximum value when the filter thick
ness has the value tmax=log r/J.l.L(k-1), where 
r is the ratio of J.l.8 to J.l.L, commonly called 
the K jump. With silver, as one member of a 
pair of filters, for example, we have by reference 
to a table of absorption coefficients lmax = 0.00334 
cm. This is close to the thickness 0.0040 cm 
adopted by Ross without analysis. The thickness 
of the companion filter will be dictated by the 
requirement that the transmission of the two 
filters be alike for wave-lengths without the 
band. When a silver filter of optimum thickness 
is used as one of a balanced pair the transmi tted 
band intensity will be about 0.6 of the inci
dent or original band intensity. 

FIG. 1. Spectral intensity distributions separately trans
mitted by two imperfectly balanced Ross filters. Pass band 
shaded horizontally, error area vertically. 
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FIG. 2. Schematic plot of linear absorption coefficients 
vs. wave-length for a pair of filters. The dissimilarity of 
the K jumps is exaggerated. 

POSSIBILITY OF BALANCE 

It is necessary to investigate the extent to 
which the requirement of balance may be ful
filled. Ross attacked this question directly by 
observing the forms of the transmitted continu
ous spectra and found it possible to adjust thick
nesses of filters of adjacent atomic numbers so 
as to obtain the satisfactory agreement shown 
in Fig. 2 of the second paper referred to in 
reference 1. Approaching the question from the 
theoretical direction one notes that perfect 
balance requires that J.l.ltl = J.l.2t2, where the sub
scripts refer to elements Zl and Z2, of which the 
respective filters are composed. \Ve assume 
Zl <Z2. Since the t's are independently variable 
it suffices to find J.l.r/ J.l.2 constant for all wave
lengths lying outside the pass band. 

This desired result is possible if and only if 
J.l.1 and J.l.2 are representable by a function of X 
identical in the two cases except for possible 
differences in the coefficient of the X-dependent 
part of the function. This functional identity 
necessarily breaks down for wave-lengths within 
the pass band but should obtain for all longer 
or shorter wave-lengths. This does not mean that 
for either element the function of A which de
scribes J.I. on the short wave side of the band must 
also apply on the long wave side; on the contrary, 
new functions may appear at any place on the 
wave-length scale so long as the two filter ele
ments change together. We are under no re
strictions concerning the nature of the function 
of A; it is not required, for example, that J.I. be 
proportional to some power of A. It is also im
material how Z enters into the functional repre
sentation of J.I., so long as the Z-dependent part 
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of the function appears simply as a coefficient 
of the A-dependent portion. 

It will be found that the requirements of 
balance are almost, though not quite, satisfied. 
It was customary at one time to represent ab
sorption coefficients by an empirical expression 
C'A n where 'C is a function of Z but not of A. 
Such a law of absorption would permit perfect 
balancing even though n might have different 
values on opposite sides of the K limits, pro
vided the proportional change in C at the K 
limit were the same for both filters of a pair. 
This formula, however, can at best be only a 
representation of the fluorescent part of the total 
absorption and as soon as we add to it a scatter
ing coefficient not proportional to An the possi
bility of rigorous balance disappears. 

As a matter of fact the case is worse than this, 
for CA n is now known to be an inexact simplifica
tion of the unknown wave-length dependence, 
and certain it is that the K jump varies from 
element to element. 

It is not profitable to try to isolate the effect 
of scattering upon balance since existing absorp
tion data do not permit us to separate photo
electric and scattering effects with enough 
confidence to justify reliance upon conclusions so 
obtained. It is necessary, though, to consider the 
effects of the K jumps and to discuss the possi
bility of rectifying the errors of balance which 
they introduce. 

DISCUSSION OF BALANCE ERRORS 

The measure of success in balancing a pair of 
filters is the smallness of the difference between 
the areas under the curves (as in Fig. 1) repre
senting the spectra transmitted by the separate 
filters, this areal difference to be evaluated over 
all wave-lengths except those within the pass 
band. This difference, called the "error area," 
is the integral with respect to wave-length of 
10e-"tLl(J.Lt) over all wave-lengths lying without 
the pass band. 10 is the incident intensity, a 
function of wave-length, and Ll(J.Lt) also a func
tion of wave-length is the (small) difference be
tween the values of the product J.Lt for the two 
filters. For filters in perfect balance Ll(J.Lt) is of 
course zero (outside the pass band) and the 
error area vanishes. 

The effect of the K jump upon error area may 

be approached by reference to Fig. 2 where the 
linear total absorption coefficients of a pair of 
filter substances of consecutive atomic numbers 
are schematically represented as functions of 
wave-length through the region of the K limits. 
The upper-case letters beside the curves will 
appear as subscripts when the corresponding 
absorption coefficients are introduced. Assuming 
the filters to be in balance just to the long wave 
side of the pass band we investigate the state 
of balance on the short wave side. From the sup
posed balance we have J.LFti = J.LHt2, tl and t2 
being the thicknesses of the filters of atomic 
numbers ZI and Z2, respectively. By definition 
of the K jumps, rl and r2, we have rl = J.LEI J.LF 
and r2 = J.Lel J.La. From the approximate propor
tionality of J.L to A3, which is regarded as suffi
ciently accurate over a small interval of wave
length, we have J.LAIJ.LB= (A2/Al)3=J.LGIJ.LH. 

The ratio at A2 (or just to the short wave side 
of A2) of intensity transmitted by Z2 to intensity 
transmitted by Zl is e"Atl-"Ct2=1+J.LAt1-J.LCt2 
= 1 +P2. The small quantity P2 thus defined is 
Ll(J.Lt) close to but on the short wave side of A2. 
Using relations set up above we have at once 

(1) 

From Moseley's law approximately (AdAI)3 
=Z/(Z+6). Miiller3 in an investigation of the 
K jumps of twenty-eight elements finds r= 1 
+63.868Z-0.6207, from which with sufficient 
exactness rl - r2 = 39 .6Z-1. 62. In an earlier para
graph it was shown that log r /(r-1) is a desirable 
value of J.LHt2. Making these insertions there 
results P2=0.62 log r/(Z+6). The resulting 
error area may not be evaluated without knowl
edge or assumptions about the intensity distri
bution in the incident spectrum but its order of 
magnitude and variation with atomic number 
may be shown by plotting the ratio of a section 
of the error area embracing a wave-length 
breadth equalling that of the pass band to the 
pass band area itself. This ratio, which has the 
value 

P2e-",t 0.62 log r 

e-"Lt-e-",t (Z+6)(r-l) 

is plotted as Fig. 3. Clearly, filters of high atomic 
number, passing short wave radiation, possess 

3 I. MilIler, Ann. d. Physik 32, 625 (1938). 
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the advantage of small jump error, but at best, 
since the error area may actually extend over a 
wave-length range many times that contem
plated in Fig. 3, errors of a few percent in the 
pass band determination are to be expected. 

Although in deducing Fig. 3 we have adopted 
Milller's rule for the magnitude of the K jumps, 
in practical cases this rule is not entirely trust
worthy. Published data on the magnitude of the 
K jumps do not lie on any smooth curve when 
plotted against atomic number. It is not neces
sary to determine at the moment whether this 
scattering of points is accurately descriptive of 
atomic characteristics or the result of errors of 
measurements, since in either case the presence 
of impurities of either higher or lower atomic 
number in a filter will reduce the jump by an 
amount depending upon the amount present. 
As a case in point a satisfactory Ag-Pd filter 
pair may be cited in which, contrary to the sup
posed trend of the jump with atomic number, the 
Ag jump was found to be definitely the larger. 
For precise balancing it is therefore necessary to 
examine the jumps of the proposed filters 
individually in dealing with the K jump error. 

I t is, of course, possible to bring a pair of filters 
into balance with respect to radiation of wave
length just shorter than that of the pass band, 
in which case the error area appears on the 
long wave side. There arises the question of the 
relative undesirability of this situation and that 
of the foregoing paragraphs, in answer to which 
it may be shown that if the filters are thin the 
error area is much greater if it occurs on the 
short wave side of the pass band, while with thick 
filters an opposite situation obtains. If the filters 
have the thickness referred to above as optimum 
the magnitude of the K jump error area is 
almost independent4 of its location relative to 
the pass band and Fig. 3 applies again. 

Experiments with filters of intermediate 
atomic number have shown that if the pair be 
brought into balance for a wave-length just 

4 More rigorously the error area (per unit wave-length 
interval) with optimum filter thickness and with a flat 
continuous spectrum incident is slightly larger when it is 
found on the long wave side than when on the short wave 
side of the pass band, the ratio being 

1 + [1- (A2/~q)3J[1- log r/(r-1)]. 
In what follows it will appear that this slight argument 
for balancing on the long wave side of the pass band has 
little value. 

0. 

.006 

FIG. 3. Variation with atomic number of balance error 
resulting from dissimilarity of the K jumps of a pair of 
filters. With filters balanced at the long wave side of the 
pass band, ordinates represent ratio of error area to band 
area for equal wave-length intervals. 

short of the pass band no marked divergence 
from balance will be found on passing to shorter 
wave-lengths. In a typical search in this region, 
for instance, the powers transmitted by the 
two filters were identical to a fifth of one per
cent, the limiting precision of observation, down 
to the disappearance of the spectrum at a wave
length less than one-half that at the band. It 
must be remarked that a few observations of 
this kind cannot establish a general assurance 
relative to filters as yet untried; existing meas
urements of absorption coefficients are very far 
from being sufficiently reliable to show that the 
various elements do or do not possess the same 
functional dependence of absorption coefficient 
upon wave-length to the degree of precision 
desired here. Then, too, actual filters may 
possess unsuspected impurities capable of affect
ing both the wave-length variation and the 
magnitude of the observable K jump. 

Turning to the direction of greater wave
lengths the possibly disturbing effects of the 
scattering coefficients fade to insignificance with 
increasing wave-length while the L limits loom 
as a possible source of concern. If the filter 
transmission is appreciable in the wave-length 
region of the L limits there will be three unde
sired pass bands corresponding to the three L 
limits, but it may be shown that any filter whose 
thickness renders it at all usable for observation 
of the K band will transmit in the region of L 
wave-lengths a fraction of the order of e-30 or 
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less, which will be negligible under almost all 
conceivable circumstances. 

REMOVAL OF BALANCE ERRORS BY 

ADDITIONAL FILTERS 

The addition of a filter of the same composition 
as the higher atomic number element of the 
balanced pair will serve to reduce the error areas 
from whatever cause all along the line. Such a 
filter possesses a transmission window just at the 
pass band and diminishes the intensities else
where so that departures from perfect balance 
elsewhere are of reduced importance. The third 
filter, transmitting from one-half to three
fourths of the band intensity, should be installed 
at any point in the beam of radiation and left 
in place throughout operations with the bal
anced pair. With it in use one can concentrate 
upon adjustment of the filters to balance in the 
neighborhood of the pass band, with little or no 
concern for the state of balance for other wave
lengths. 

There remains the problem of obtaining simul
taneous balance at both sides of the pass band. 
Though impossible with two simple filters it will 
now be shown to be possible through the perma
nent addition of a slightly absorbing layer of a 
substance of low atomic number to one member 
of the balanced pair. 

Given two filters composed respectively of 
elements of atomic numbers Zl and Z2 where 
Z2=Zl± 1 we find upon spectrometric examina
tion that their K jumps, r1 and r2, are unequal 
in the sense that the difference r1 - r2 =~, a 
positive quantity. With equal K jumps a balance 
on either side of the pass band would insure 
perfect balance at the other; with unequal jumps 
we attempt to combine with the filter possessing the 
larger jump a layer of a third absorber possessing 
no jump (in the observed region) and having a 
thickness such that the jump of the combination 
equals the jump of that original filter whose jump 
was the less. Let the atomic number of the third 
filter be Za and the three filter thicknesses tl, t2 

and t3. For each filter we are concerned with two 
absorption coefficients relating respectively to 
wave-lengths just out of the pass band on the 
long and short wave sides, and designated, for 
Zl and Z2, by the subscript notation used earlier 
in discussing Fig. 2. For Z3 the symbols J.t3L and 

J.t3S will be used for coefficients at the long and 
short wave sides of the pass band. The conditions 
of the desired balance are stated by the equations 

J.tFt1 + J.t3Lt a = J.tHt 2, 

J.tAt1 + J.tasta = J.tCt 2. 

Using previously stated definitions of the 
K jumps and assuming that the absorption 
coefficients of all three filters vary similarly with 
wave-length (except for the jumps) in the band 
region the balance equations yield 

Mt1 = fJ.Ht2(r2 -1) / (r1 - 1) 
and (2) 

fJ.ad3=fJ.Ht2~/h -1). 

Therefore starting with a filter Z2 of any thick
ness we may obtain the desired balance at both 
sides of the pass band by giving filters Zl and Z3 
the readily calculated thicknesses of Eqs. (2). 
Of course the final balance must be attained or 
confirmed by actual spectrometer observations. 
It may be seen from Eqs. (2) that the actual 
absorption by Za is slight and its effect in re
ducing the working intensities negligible. In 
balancing up the Ag-Pd pair mentioned above 
Z3 was 0.0035 cm of aluminum built up of three 
layers of commercial foil. While aluminum is 
convenient and generally satisfactory for this 
purpose, a substance of higher atomic number 
would have the slight theoretical advantage of 
following the main filters more closely in respect 
to the wave-length dependence of absorption 
coefficient, a desirable characteristic tending to 
prevent the appearance of error areas in wave
length domains apart from the pass band. 
Chromium applied by electroplating to one 
member of the pair to be balanced would prob
ably serve well. 

BALANCING PROCEDURE AND USE OF FILTERS 

Nearly all of the filters assembled by Ross are 
metal foils which have been brought to approxi
mately the desired thickness by rolling. They 
are mounted by pairs in frames in such a way 
that either filter may be adjusted by rotation 
about an axis lying in its own plane for the 
purpose of increasing its effective thickness. 
In obtaining a balance the present procedure is 
to clamp the mount with its filters to a fixed 
support before a telescope and scale. A bit of 
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plane mirror is held against the frame of one of 
the filters by means of a rubber band and an 
observation of the filter's angular position made 
with the telescope. The two transparencies to the 
chosen radiation are then measured, using a 
Bragg spectrometer, after which the angular 
position of the filter is altered in the direction 
required to equalize the filters and the spec
trometer measurement repeated. After two or 
three approximate adjustments, a curve relating 
angular position to relative transparency can be 
plotted and by its use the final adjustment to 
identical transmission within 1/5 percent is 
hastened. 

In the use of the filters they have heretofore 
been applied to the x-ray beam successively. 
For some measurements now in progress in this 
laboratory a simultaneous method has been 
originated. The two balanced filters are placed 

side by side before two windows in a double 
ionization chamber having a single collecting 
plate disposed between the incoming beams. The 
electrostatic fields in the chamber are so directed 
that the plate collects positive ions from one 
beam and negative ions from the other, and 
hence the net charge measured is a direct meas
ure of the intensity of the pass band. This method 
of electrical subtraction has the definite ad
vantage that fluctuations of the target current in 
the x-ray tube are without effect upon the 
accuracy, while the effect of tube voltage fluctua
tions is partially eliminated also. Filters may be 
brought into a preliminary or approximate 
balance very easily with this chamber by drop
ping the tube voltage below the K critical 
potentials of the filters and adjusting the inclina
tion of one filter until the collected ion current 
drops to zero. 
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Switching Action of the Ecc1es-Jordan Trigger Circuit 
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T HE Eccles-Jordan trigger circuit (Fig. 1) 
has been made the basis of a number of 

vacuum tube instruments. l Of fundamental 
importance in some of these applications is its 
ability to carryon its switching operation when 
both tubes are simultaneously excited with a 
series of identical pulses. This type of operation 
is similar to that exhibited by the parallel type 
of Thy~atron switching circuit, and, conse
quently, the high vacuum tube circuit has 
replaced these tubes in a number of high speed 
counting circuits.2

- 5 The limitation imposed 
upon speed by de-ionization time is thereby 
eliminated. In Fig. 1 the switching action is 
much improved by shunting two small con
densers Cl and C2 across the coupling resistors 

1 W. H. Eccles and F. W. Jordan, Radio Rev. 1, 143 
(1919)., 

2 W. B. Lewis, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 33, 549 (1937). 
a E. C. Stevenson and I. A. Getting, Rev. Sci. lnst. 8, 

414 (1937). 
4 H. Lifschutz and J. L. Lawson, Rev. Sci. lnst. 9, 83 

(1938). 
5 H. J. Reich, Rev. Sci. lnst. 9, 222 (1938). 

Rei and R c2 • These condensers increase the 
sensitivity of the circuit to excitation because 
they tend to offset the stabilizing action of the 
interelectrode capacitances.5 They also provide 
much closer coupling between the grids and 
plates of opposing tubes.4 Thus a small change 
in plate potential of either tube strongly in
fluences the grid voltage, and, consequently, the 
plate current of the other tube. 

It is known, however, that successive impulses 
applied simultaneously to the grids of the two 
tubes will cause the plate current to switch from 
one tube to the other on each impulse. This 
action cannot be adequately explained by either 
the close coupling afforded by the condensers or 
the balancing of interelectrode capacitances. 
Experiment shows that the introduction of these 
small condensers is necessary for reliable opera
tion. Since the plate currents of both tubes are 
reduced to zero during a negative pulse, and the 
circuit is entirely symmetrical, the explanation 
must lie in a transient unbalance of electrode 


